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ABSTRACT. We show that certain sets in Cn, n > 2, which we call n-small,

are removable singularities for holomorphic functions in the Nevanlinna class.

Since our class of sets includes polar sets (in R2") our result includes the

previous removable singularity results for the Nevanlinna class. We give also

a related result for a subclass of the Hardy class.

1. Throughout this paper, G is an open set in Cn, n > 1, and E is closed

in G. Parreau [12, Théorème 20, p. 182] gave essentially the following result: If

n = 1, E is polar, and / is a holomorphic function in G\E such that log"1" |/|

has a harmonic majorant in G\E, then / has a meromorphic extension to G. In

answering a question of Cima and Graham [2, Remarks 7.4, p. 255], Parreau's

theorem was in [7, Theorem 3.4, p. 477] extended to the case n > 2 and E polar

in R2".

The purpose of this note is to give a result, Theorem 1 below, which contains

the above result as a special case. In Theorem 1 the exceptional set E is allowed

to be slightly larger, that is n-small (for the definition see [14, Definition 2.2, p.

101] or §3 below). However, we must then replace the condition that log+ |/| has

a harmonic majorant in G\E by the condition that the (Riesz) measure A log+ |/|

has locally finite mass near the exceptional set E. In addition, we give in §6 a slight

generalization to [8, Corollary 3.6, p. 301].

2. Let u be a subharmonic function in G\E. One says that the (Riesz) measure

Au has locally finite mass near E, if Au(D\E) < oo for each open set D c G

(relatively compact in G). From [1, p. 283] (see also [7, Lemma 3.3, p. 476]), it

follows that if Au has locally finite mass near E, then u has locally a harmonic

majorant near E (that is, for each open set D c G there is a harmonic function h

in D\E such that u < h in D\E). The converse holds in the important case when

E is polar in R2" (see [1, p. 283] or the proof of Corollary 1 below), but not in

general. To get a simple example, set E' = {z = x + iy E C| |a;| = \y\), u(z) =

— log(max{|x|, \y\}) and h(z) = log\/2 — log \z\. Then in C\E' the subharmonic

function u has the harmonic majorant h. However, one sees easily that Ait does

not have locally finite mass near E'.
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3. For 2^ c C, set C1(F) = cap* F, where cap* is the outer logarithmic capacity

(for the definition of cap*, see [5, pp. 210, 273]). If F c Cn, n > 2, then set

(A) Cn(F) =  max H2{Zj E CIC""1^, E C^K&.Zv) E F} > 0}.
l<i<n

Here, and in the sequel, z — (zi,..., Zj,..., zn) — (zj, Zj), 1 < j < n, and Ha is

the tv-dimensional Hausdorff outer measure.   We say that F C C" is n-small, if
Cn(F) = 0.

LEMMA 1 [7, PROPOSITION 2.3, p. 472]. An 7„-set F C C", n > 2, is

n-small if and only if for each j, 1 < j < n, H2n-2(Fj) = 0, where

Fj = {Zj E Cn-1|cap*{*,- e C\izjtZj) EF}> 0}.

With the aid of this lemma it follows from a result of Mattila [10, Corollary 3.3,

p. 263] (see also [15, Lemma 6, p. 115]) that polar sets in R2n are n-small.

If the Hausdorff measure H2 in (A) is replaced by the outer logarithmic capacity

cap*, a set function which is sometimes denoted by gn is obtained. Sets E for which

gn(E) = 0 have been used as exceptional sets at least in [1, 16, 17, and 14]. If

F c Cn and gn(F) — 0, then clearly F is n-small. On the other hand, there are

sets F C C" with gn(F) = 0 which are not even polar. In fact, with the help of [3,

Theorem 2, p. 118] one can construct a compact set FcC2 of Hausdorff dimension

4 such that g2(F) = 0 and such that for each z EC the sections Fil (C x {z}) and

F n ({z} x C) contain at most one point.

4. Next we give the lemmas we need in the sequel.

LEMMA 2 [18, THEOREM 1.2, p. 16]. Let G' be a domain o/Cn_1, n > 2,

and F C G'. Suppose j E N, 1 < j < n, r'-, r'J E R, 0 < rj < r", and z? E C. Let

f be a holomorphic function in the open set

V(G', z°, r'^r'f) = {z = (z„ Z3) E Cn\z3 E A(z°0, r'^r'j), Z3 E G'}

such that for each Zj E F the holomorphic function fj¡t\ A(z®,r'j,r") —> C,

fz,(zj) = f(zj,Zj) = f(z),

has a meromorphic extension to B2(z^,r"). If F is not contained in a countable

union of analytic subvarieties in G' of codimension > 1, then f has a meromorphic

extension to the open set

V(G', z°3, r'¡) ={z= (z3, Zj) E Cn\z3 E B2(z°, r'j),Z3 E G'}.

Here, B2(zç,,r) is the disc in C with center zn and radius r, and A(zo,ri,r2) is

the annulus B2(z0,r2)\B2(z0,ri). Following Siu [18, p. 17] we define the radius of

meromorphy as follows (note that also other definitions are used, see for example

[4, p. 578]). Let / be a holomorphic function in the set V(G',Zj,r3) where G',j,

and 2° are as above, and r, E R+. For each Z3 E G' the radius of meromorphy

Pj(Zj) is the supremum of all p > 0 such that / has a meromorphic extension to a

neighborhood of the set

V(Z3,z],p) = {z = (zj,Zj) E C»\zj E B2(z°,p)}.
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With this notation, we have

Lemma 3 [18, Proposition 1.4 and Remark 1.5, pp. 17-18]. The func-
tion v3: G' —* [—00,00), Vj(Zj) = —logpj(Zj), is subharmonic.

5. If / is a holomorphic function in G\E and has a meromorphic extension /*

to G, then the measure A log+ |/| has locally finite mass near E. This follows from

the fact that each point zq EG has a neighborhood U in G such that log+ |/*| has

a pluriharmonic majorant in U\N(f*). Here, N(f*) is the nonsmooth set of /*;

see, for example, [19, pp. 184-185]. As for the converse, we have

THEOREM l. Let E be n-small. Let f be a holomorphic function in G\E.

If Alog+ l/l has locally finite mass near E, then f has a meromorphic extension

toG.

PROOF. If n = l, then E is polar. Thus log+ |/| has locally a harmonic majorant

near E, and the theorem follows from [12, Théorème 20, p. 182].

Suppose then n > 2. It is sufficient to show that each point z* E E has a

neighborhood V such that f\V\E has a meromorphic extension to V. As for the

notation not explained in the sequel, see above or [7],

Take z* E E arbitrarily and choose r = (ri,..., rn) E R" such that

U = Dn(z*,2r) = B2(z¡,2ri) x ■ ■ ■ x B2(zn,2rn) S G.

For shortness, we write u = log+ |/| \U\E. Since Au(U\E) < 00, one sees, proceed-

ing as Cegrell [1, proof of Theorem, pp. 284-285], using a nondecreasing sequence of

nonnegative testfunctions in U\E tending to 1, using the n-subharmonicity of u, Fu-

bini's theorem, and the Monotone convergence theorem, that for each j, 1 < j < n,

there is a set B3 C C"_1 such that H2n-2(Bj) = 0 and that for each Zj E U(z*)\Bj

the measure Auz, has locally finite mass near the section (EC\ U)(Zj). For a de-

tailed discussion of this, see [7, proof of Theorem 3.4, pp. 477-478], Since E is

n-small, by Lemma 1 we may suppose that the section (E n U)(Z3) is polar in C

for each Zj E U(z*)\B3. Above we have used the notation

U(z*) = {Zj E Cn~l\z = (z),Z3) E U},

(E n U)(Zj) = {z3 E C\z = (zj, Zj) EUC\E)

for the sections of U in C"-1 and of EC\U in C, respectively. Take Zj E U(z*)\Bj

arbitrarily. Since the section (E n U)(Z'}) is then polar in C and E is closed in G,

there are r'-, r1', 0 < r' < r'f < 2tj and a (connected) neighborhood W C U(z*) of

Z'j such that V(W, z*,r'j, r'j) € G\E. Since for each Z3 E W\Bj the measure AuZ]

has locally finite mass near the polar set (EC\U)(Zj), as shown above, we see as in

the case n = 1 treated above, that the holomorphic functions /V \B2(zj, 2r3)\(E n

U)(Zj), Zj E W\Bj, have meromorphic extensions to B2(z*,2r3). Invoking this

and the facts that / is holomorphic in V(W, z*,r'j,r") and H2n-2(Bj) = 0, we see

by Lemma 2 that / has a meromorphic extension to the set V(W,Zj,r'J). Since

r'' can be chosen arbitrarily near to 2r', we have shown the following: For each j,

1 < j < n, and Zj E U(z*)\B3, the function f has a meromorphic extension to

a neighborhood of the set V(Zj,z*,2rj). We refer to this result as condition (B).

Take z0 E Dn(z*,r) and r° = (r^,...,rn) E R^ such that V0 = Dn(z0,r°) €

Dn(z*,r)\E.   By (B) we see that pi(Zi) > n for each Zx E Vo(z°)\Bi.   Thus
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by Lemma 3 and, for example, by [6, Proposition 2b'), p. 10], Pi(Zi) > ri for

all Zi E Vo(zi), the section of Vn- Thus / has a meromorphic extension /i to

Vi = Dn(z0,r1), where r1 = (r,,rP¡,... ,r°J. Observe that z\ E B2(z\,ri). For

the induction step suppose that 1 < k < n and rk = (ri,... ,rk,r^.+1,... ,r°) E

R", and fk is a holomorphic extension of / to Vk = Dn(zr,,rk). Observe that

z* E B2(z°j,rj), j - 1,..., k. As above, using (B) we see that pk+i(Zk+1) > rk+i

for all Zk+i E Vk(z°+1). Thus fk and hence also / has a meromorphic extension

Zk+1 to Vfc+i = Dn(z0,rk+1), where rk+1 = (n,... ,rfc+1,r£+2,... ,r°). Moreover,

z* € B2(z^,Tj), j = l,...,fc + 1, and Vfc+i C f/. Thus the induction step is

complete. Since Vn = Dn(zo,rn) is a neighborhood of z*, the proof is finished.

REMARK. The proof can also be based on [4, Theorem 2.9, p. 578] instead of

Lemmas 2 and 3.

COROLLARY l [7, THEOREM 3.4, p. 477]. Let E be polar (respectively n-

smalt). Let f be a holomorphic function in G\E. 2/log"1" |/| has a harmonic majo-

rant (respectively n-superharmonic majorant which is ^ co on each component of

G\E), then f has a meromorphic extension to G.

PROOF. By [6, Theorem 2, p. 25] (respectively [14, Theorem 4.1, p. 105]) the

harmonic (respectively n-superharmonic) majorant h to log+ |/| has a superhar-

monic extension h* to G. Similarly, the subharmonic (respectively n-subharmonic)

function log+ \f\ — h has a subharmonic extension h* to G. Since log+ |/| = h* + h\

in G\E and — Ah* and Ah* are measures in G, the corollary follows.

6. Computing the Laplacian, using Kametani's extension result [11, Theorem

2, p. 10, and Remark, p. 11] and proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1 above,

the following result will be proved in [8, Corollary 3.6, p. 301]: Let H2n-i(E) — 0.

Let f be a holomorphic function in G\E. If for some p > 0 the measure A|/|p has

locally finite mass near E, then f has a holomorphic extension to G. The proof

works also for measures A (log"1" |/|)p, p > 1 (but not if p = 1), instead of the

measures A|/|p, p > 0. In fact, one can easily give a unified result which contains

both cases:

THEOREM 2 (WITH J. HyvÖNEN). Let 222„-i(2?) = 0. Let f be a holomorphic

function in G\E. Let <p: [—00,00) —» R be a nondecreasing function such that £>|R

is strongly convex. Suppose that <p\(p, 00) is twice continuously differentiate for

some p E R. If the measure A{<p o log |/|) has locally finite mass near E, then f

has a holomorphic extension to G.

OUTLINE OF PROOF. In view of the proof of Theorem 1 one may restrict to the

case n = 1 (instead of the radius of meromorphy one can as well consider the radius

of holomorphy). Take an open set D € G and set U = {z E D\E\ log |/(*)| > p},

where p E R is as in the theorem. Using a well-known inequality, computing the

Laplacian and using the fact that A(ip o log \f\)(U) < A(<p o log \f\)(D\E) < 00,

one gets

[      v"(log\w\)-±üdm2(w) < [ v»{log\f{z)\)lÍ^dmi{z)
Jf(U) N Ju 1/(2)1

= A(^olog|/|)(i/)<co.
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On the other hand, since tp is strongly convex,

f 1 f°° 1
/ <p"(i°g|wl)i—pr dm2(w) = 2ir I     ¡p" (log r) - dr = oo

Jc\B*(0,ro) H2 Jr0 r

for each rr, > ep. Thus / omits a set of positive measure and has by the cited

result of Kametani a meromorphic extension to D. Since this extension must be

holomorphic, the theorem follows.

REMARK. Proceeding as in [8] one can also consider more general exceptional

sets.

We want to thank Jaakko Hyvönen for a discussion.
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